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[1] Fields of low relief cones, domes, and mounds on Mars have been interpreted as
tumuli, rootless cones, and pingos. The spatial distribution of such features can be
characterized by their nearest-neighbor (NN) distances. The NN distributions can provide
insight into the physical processes that affected field formation and can possibly provide a
future diagnostic of the feature type present on Mars. The conventional approach for
analyzing the observed NN distribution is based on the Poisson probability distribution
and uses one statistic, c. Our simulations of spatial randomness show that there is an
unrecognized bias in c that often leads to erroneous conclusions. Three alternative
extensions of the Poisson distribution are proposed here. The first accounts for a minimum
threshold on the size of features discerned, the second considers the scavenging of the
resources necessary to form neighboring features (e.g., inflation pressurization and
subsurface volatiles), and the third models self-limiting growth of the feature population.
Three statistical tests are proposed to improve the conventional NN analysis. We provide
the critical regions needed to perform these tests for common sample sizes of these
geologic features. Our methodology is applied to tumuli at Mauna Ulu, Hawaii, and
conjectured tumuli and rootless cones on Mars. Each example exhibits a different aspect of
spatial randomness. These applications suggest avenues for further field and theoretical
studies to develop this approach as a remote-sensing diagnostic.
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1. Introduction

[2] Fields of small cones, domes, and mounds on Mars
have been interpreted as tumuli (Figure 1), primary and
rootless volcanic cones (Figure 2), pingos, frost mounds,
and similar features [e.g., Frey et al., 1979; Hodges and
Moore, 1994; Lanagan et al., 2001; Fagents et al., 2002;
Bruno et al., 2004; Glaze et al., 2005; Burr et al., 2005].
Each type of feature has different implications for the
setting in which the field formed, the genetic processes,
and the evolution of the surface and volatiles. Such features
on Mars have low relief, typically a few tens of meters or
less. Often there are no morphological criteria that can
uniquely discriminate feature type with the image resolution
presently available. Consequently, it remains difficult to
develop inferences about the conditions under which the
features formed and the genetic processes, except by geo-
logic context.
[3] Fields of the conjectured tumuli, volcanic cones, and

pingos on Mars often contain tens to hundreds of features.
The spatial distribution of these features often appears to
have a random nature (e.g., Figures 1 and 2) that might be

exploited as an independent means of discriminating one
type of feature from another [Bruno et al., 2004, 2006;
Glaze et al., 2005]. Furthermore, the analysis of the spatial
distributions might provide constraints or inferences about
the physical processes that affected field formation. For
tumuli on a highly inflated pahoehoe flow, a high degree of
spatial randomness in the feature locations suggests a large
areal pressurization of the flow or a protracted source of
supply. Eventually, so many lava distribution pathways
were occupied that any dominant preferred lava pathways
from early episodes of emplacement were erased or ran-
domized. For rootless cones, the final spatial distribution
could indicate a similar randomness of lava pathways
combined with variations in the distribution of subsurface
volatiles. The spatial distribution of pingos is likely linked
to the distribution of volatiles [e.g., Hodges and Moore,
1994; Burr et al., 2005; Bruno et al., 2006]. In all such
cases, the formation of one feature may have had an
influence on the formation of another one nearby.
[4] In a truly pioneering paper on assessing spatial dis-

tributions of plants, Clark and Evans [1954, p. 446] used
the following definition of spatial randomness: ‘‘For a set of
points on a given area, it is assumed that: [1] any point has
the same chance of occurring on any subarea as any other
point, [2] any subarea of specified size has the same chance
of receiving a point as any other subarea of that size, and
[3] the placement of each point has not been influenced
by that of any other point.’’ This remains an excellent
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definition of spatial randomness and we continue to use it
here. Spatial randomness is often discussed in the literature
as reflecting underlying physical processes that lead to a
Poisson probability distribution for neighboring features. It
should be noted that the Clark and Evans [1954] definition
embodies other probability distributions besides the
Poisson, including an areally uniform random distribution,
or a Bernoulli sequence of point placements into a gridded
study area leading to the binomial distribution.
[5] It has been known for many decades in a variety of

disciplines [e.g., Hertz, 1909; Gleason, 1920; Svedberg,
1922; Skellam, 1952] that if one were interested solely in
whether or not a spatial distribution is random, then one
simply grids the area of interest and tests the binned data
against the binomial or Poisson distribution using a c2

hypothesis test. Aside from the cumbersome nature of this
procedure, there are also substantial issues associated with
the definition of the margins of the study area, the shape and
number of grids, the appropriate number of bins and the
reliability of the c2 test itself when the distribution is highly
skewed [e.g., Sheskin, 1997; Glaze et al., 2002].
[6] Regardless of the outcome of such a test, it would be

difficult to advance our understanding of the underlying
formation processes or conditions for geologic features
based solely on this type of analysis. There is little doubt
that random effects are present in the spatial distributions of

the geologic features of interest. Thus the issue is not
whether randomness exists, but rather the character of the
random distribution and whether any physical inferences
might be drawn from it. Consequently, our primary objec-
tive here is to develop a methodology for characterizing
spatial randomness in a way that provides insight for
interpreting field formation processes or discriminating
one type of feature from another.
[7] A common method for evaluating the degree of

randomness in a spatial distribution is the so-called
‘‘nearest-neighbor’’ (NN) approach. The mathematical
foundation of this approach is almost a century old [Hertz,
1909]. The conventional approach [Clark and Evans, 1954]
takes, axiomatically, a Poisson probability distribution as
the starting point for the spatial distribution of feature
locations. From the Poisson, the probability density distri-
bution of NN distances can be derived (see section 2). We
refer to this probability density distribution as the Poisson
nearest neighbor (PNN).
[8] In principle, a histogram of actual NN distances

generated by physical processes satisfying the assumptions
of a Poisson process should match the PNN. However, such
a histogram will not usually match the PNN identically
owing to natural and expected sampling variations. Thus
one must ask whether the observed properties of the NN
histogram, for example, the mean value, the standard

Figure 1. (a) Mars Orbiter Camera (MOC) image 20-01192 of a lava flow (darker gray) southeast of
Elysium Mons, Mars. Illumination is from the northwest. The enlarged portion of the image at left shows
several positive relief features interpreted by Glaze et al. [2005] as tumuli. (b) Locations of each positive
relief feature identified in Figure 1a. The density of features is different above and below the line. Only
those features that occur north of the line were used in this analysis.
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deviation, or measures of the shape, are consistent with the
expected theoretical values. The procedure for doing this is
a form of statistical inference referred to as hypothesis
testing.
[9] The conventional approach compares only the mean

value of actual NN distances with that expected from the
PNN. If the difference is sufficiently small, the PNN is
accepted as consistent with the data and the spatial distri-
bution of features is generally considered random. Sensu
stricto, however, the PNN is simply ‘‘not precluded’’ in
such a case. Other distributions that are similar to the PNN,
but not random in the Poisson sense, might also be
admissible. When the PNN is rejected, the ratio of the
observed mean NN distance to the expected value is thought
to provide a measure of the direction and magnitude of the
departure from spatial randomness [e.g., Clark and Evans,
1954; Bruno et al., 2004]. Such departures may be ascribed
to some underlying physical process or preexisting condi-
tion that cannot be inferred by statistical analyses alone.
[10] It is our view that fields of small features such as

tumuli, rootless cones, and pingos may or may not form in
isolation by Poisson processes. At one extreme, the ran-
domness of the locations is confined to linear alignments or
chains [Bruno et al., 2004; Glaze et al., 2005]. For example,
the large, aligned tumuli of the Mauna Loa saddle flow
discussed by Glaze et al. [2005] clearly reflect a well-
defined, relatively isolated, preferred lava pathway. In such
cases, statistical analysis of the random spacings of the
tumuli will not provide much insight. At the other extreme,
the dispersed locations of the features form a broad random
distribution over the surface. If this areal distribution of

features is sufficiently dense, the formation of one feature
might have had an effect on the formation of a nearby
feature. One such effect might be the depletion of the
resources necessary to form a neighboring feature. For
tumuli, these resources could be either the lava itself, the
inflation pressurization due to continued lava supply [Hon
et al., 1994; Self et al., 1998], or simply the space available
due to the emplacement of earlier tumuli. Rootless cones
require the additional resource of an explosive volatile
(water) within the substrate beneath a lava flow or at the
surface [e.g., Thordarson et al., 1992; Lanagan et al., 2001;
Fagents et al., 2002]. Similar constraints apply to pingos,
although we do not analyze this type of feature here.
[11] In section 2 of this paper, we extend the concepts

embodied by the PNN and propose three probability dis-
tributions as alternatives. One alternative is a renormalized
PNN with a lower limit on the feature size or NN distance
that can be distinguished. The other two distributions, a
‘‘scavenged NN’’ and the classical logistic, describe the
influence one feature has on the formation of neighboring
features. Both of these distributions reflect a depletion of
resources, but one evokes an underlying Poisson process
and the other does not. We provide broad physical inter-
pretations for each distribution as a guide for more detailed
physics-based modeling of field formation or terrestrial
analog field studies.
[12] In section 3, we review the conventional NN

approach in detail. We find that simulations of spatial
randomness within finite boundaries indicate a flaw in the
conventional NN approach. Specifically, the sampling
distribution of c has a significant bias for the range of
sample sizes appropriate to our problems. Consequently, we
suggest an improved method based on statistically testing:
(1) the c-statistic of Clark and Evans [1954] corrected for
bias, (2) the R-index of Clark and Evans [1954] for
measuring the degree and magnitude of departures from
spatial randomness, and (3) the relationship between skew-
ness and kurtosis.
[13] For each test, we present ‘‘control limits’’ that can be

readily used to determine whether the PNN is acceptable or
whether alternative distributions should be investigated. We
provide these limits in the hope that other investigators will
apply our approach to other examples of small geologic
features on Mars. We obtain these control limits by simu-
lating the so-called sampling distribution of each of the
recommended statistics. The use of simulation in modeling
or analyzing highly complex natural phenomena has be-
come increasingly more prevalent in a wide variety of
disciplines, such as atmospheric turbulence, Brownian dy-
namics, chaotic behavior, and biomedical research. In the
dynamic physical applications, simulation has been used to
evaluate process parameters (e.g., diffusivities) and behav-
iors (e.g., atmospheric plume meandering, the evolution of
chaotic systems) that are far beyond the reach of determin-
istic computations [Ermak and McCammon, 1978; Berliner,
1991; Sykes and Henn, 1992]. In biomedical applications, a
simulation approach has been used to identify spatial
patterns, or clustering, above and beyond a null hypothesis
referred to as a ‘‘neutral model’’ [e.g., Goovaerts and
Jacquez, 2004].
[14] Finally, we illustrate our approach to NN analysis by

three practical examples for which detailed descriptions of

Figure 2. (a) MOC image M0801962, centered at 25.9�N,
170.3�E, �400 km west of Amazonis Planitia, Mars.
Illumination is from the lower left. The domical features
have been interpreted to be candidate rootless cones by
Bruno et al. [2004]. Dashed line to the southwest indicates a
possible lava flow margin. Solid line indicates the primary
group of rootless cones. Dashed line to the north includes
two similar features identified as outliers for this analysis.
(b) Locations of each rootless cone and boundary used for
the analyses discussed here.
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the sites and preliminary statistical analyses have already
appeared in the literature [Bruno et al., 2004; Glaze et al.,
2005]. We analyze a field of tumuli on a highly inflated
pahoehoe flow at Mauna Ulu, Hawaii [Glaze et al., 2005],
and two Mars cases. One has been conjectured to be tumuli
[Glaze et al., 2005], the other to be rootless cones [Bruno et
al., 2004]. These two innovative studies implied that new
and independent physical insights might be gained from a
statistical analysis of the spatial distributions. Our intent
here is not to run different algorithms on the identical data
sets analyzed by the previous authors. Rather, our intent
here is to approach the Mars cases afresh, armed with more
sophisticated probability models that could lead to such
insights.

2. Probability Density Distributions

[15] We consider four plausible theoretical forms for the
density distribution of the NNs: The classical PNN, a
renormalized PNN, a ‘‘scavenged’’ PNN, and the classic
logistic. We discuss each probability density distribution
and possible physical inferences that might be drawn for
each case. For each probability density distribution, we also
point out the visual distinguishing characteristics implied
for the spatial distribution of features on the surface.
Mathematical notation is defined in Table 1.

2.1. Classic PNN

[16] The PNN density distribution is the basis for the
conventional NN analysis and is derived in the following
way. If one takes a point from an infinite population of
points randomly distributed on a plane, then the probability
that a circle of radius r about that point will contain exactly
k points is assumed to follow a Poisson distribution

P kð Þ ¼ ropr
2ð Þk

k!
e�ropr

2

; ð1Þ

where ro is the spatial density of points. The probability that
the circle will contain no other points is

P 0ð Þ ¼ e�ropr
2

: ð2Þ

Thus the probability of finding at least one other point
within a distance r is given by 1 � P(0) (see, for example,
the appendix of Clark and Evans [1954]), or

P k � 1ð Þ ¼ 1� e�ropr
2

: ð3Þ

The probability density distribution r(r) is then given by

r rð Þ ¼ dP

dr
¼ 2prore

�ropr
2

: ð4Þ

[17] Equation (4) is the PNN, the classical probability
density distribution of NNs for points that are randomly
distributed according to equation (1). The form of this
highly asymmetric density distribution is shown in
Figure 3. It rises from 0 to a peak (mode) at 1/

p
(2pro),

then decays exponentially with a long tail to the right
(positive skewness). All of the relevant mathematical prop-
erties of this distribution (e.g., mean, mode, median, stan-
dard deviation, skewness, and kurtosis) depend only on a
single parameter, the areal density, ro. They can all be
determined analytically and are provided in Table 2.
[18] When the mode is distinctly to the left of the mean

value, the spatial distribution will have a significant number
of neighbors closer than the average separation distance.
This means that the spatial distribution itself will appear to
have a degree of patchiness, aggregation, clustering, and
offsetting voids. Whether an observed spatial distribution
has anomalously high- or low-density areas can be tested by
standard methods.
[19] By either equation (3) or equation (4), when the areal

density is sufficiently small, the exponentials can be

Table 1. Notationa

Variable Definition, Units

A sample area, m2

b logistic scale parameter
c statistic for comparing observed to

expected mean NN distances
k Poisson index
m logistic mean value
N number of features identified in a

sample area
P probability
p success probability of a Bernoulli

trial
R statistic for comparing observed to

expected mean NN distances
r radial distance, m
ra mean NN distance in observed

data, m
re mean NN distance expected from

PNN distribution, m
ro threshold NN distance, m
s sample standard deviation
r probability density, m�1

ro spatial density of features, m�2

s standard deviation, m
sr standard error on the mean, m
aPNN, Poisson nearest neighbor.

Figure 3. Plot of probability densities for Poisson nearest
neighbor (PNN), renormalized PNN, scavenged PNN (k = 1
and k = 2), and Logistic. The spatial density of features,
ro = 0.5, is the same for all four PNN probability
distributions. The logistic shown here for comparison has a
mean value of m = 1.3 (similar to the mean value of the k = 2
scavenged PNN case), and a scale parameter of b = 0.2.
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expanded in a power series and the probability distribution
tends to the uniform distribution. That is, the probability of
finding a point is simply proportional to the area. The
likelihood of aggregation or clustering appearing in the
spatial distribution in this limit is relatively low.
[20] If a histogram of NNs matches the theoretical PNN

density distribution (e.g., has a shape similar to that shown
in Figure 3), then the inference is that the underlying
Poisson physical processes have completely randomized
the spatial locations of the features. For tumuli, rootless
cones, or pingos, this suggests that all record of any
preexisting systematic controls or episodes of formation
have been erased. Alternatively, the preexisting controls
(e.g., topography) were completely randomized prior to the
emplacement of the field and the processes that formed
these features had little influence on the initial conditions.
[21] Statistical hypothesis testing methods are often mis-

applied or misinterpreted because the underlying assump-
tions are invalid. We now summarize the assumptions
implicit in equation (4). Most importantly, we have assumed
a Poisson process. The Poisson probability distribution is
the limiting form of the binomial distribution, obtained
when the ‘‘success probability p for a Bernoulli trial is
small;’’ that is, the probability of finding a feature in a small
subarea is small, the total number, N, of points is very large,
and the product of the two numbers pN is approximately 1
or less. Stated another way, there must be enough data
points in the area of interest, yet they must be sufficiently
rare for the Poisson to be appropriate. The derivation of the
Poisson from the binomial appears in standard textbooks
[e.g., Larson, 1974].
[22] The derivation of the PNN also assumes azimuthal

symmetry about any arbitrarily chosen point in the area of
interest. Given any central point within a study area, A, and

an x, y coordinate system, the NN could in principle take on
any orientation. Consequently, the finite boundaries we
often encounter in geologic applications could pose a
potential limitation on the validity of this underlying
assumption. However, assuming we satisfy the Poisson
limit requirements, the length of the boundary increases
with r, but the area goes as r2. Thus there is a size to the area
where, for a given density, the edge effects will have little
influence on the analysis. Closely related to the symmetry
limitation is the infinite domain of r assumed in equations
(1)– (4). As presented in equation (4), the probability
density is normalized by integrating from 0 to 1. Never-
theless, the exponential decay in equation (4) is very strong
and in most practical situations, this is not expected to be a
significant problem.
[23] In practical applications, an areal density ro must be

used in equation (4), and it must have dimensions consistent
with r (e.g., pixels, m, km). For the Poisson to be valid, any
arbitrarily chosen area of any size or location has, by
assumption, the same average density. Consequently, in
our applications, the density ro must be viewed as a
statistical estimate of the true density in the infinite domain.
The natural and textbook method for obtaining this estimate
is by dividing the total number of points by the total area of
interest, that is, ro, = N/A.

2.2. Renormalized PNN

[24] For a host of practical and physical reasons, the
existence or detection of nearest neighbors below a thresh-
old distance is often precluded. Glaze et al. [2005] and
Crown and Baloga [1999] have both used field criteria to
determine minimum sizes for geologic features that define
the population. Bruno et al. [2004] point out that remote-
sensing resolution limits the minimum size and separation

Table 2. Properties of the Probability Distributions

Statistic PNN Renorm PNNa
Scavenge PNN,

k = 1 Logistic

Density, r(r) 2prore
�ropr2 2prore

pro(ro2�r2) 2(rop)
2r3e�pror2 e� r�mð Þ=b

b 1þ e� r�mð Þ=b½ �2

Mean, r
1

2
ffiffiffiffiffi
ro

p 2proe
proro2

Z1
ro

r2e�pror2dr
3

4
ffiffiffiffiffi
ro

p m

Mode, rmode
1ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2rop

p 1ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2pro

p ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
3

2pro

r
m

Median, rmedian
0:833ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
p ro

p
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
0:6931=pro þ r2o

p ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1:689

pro

r
m

SD, s
0:26136ffiffiffiffiffi

ro
p

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
r2o � r2 þ 1=pro

q
0:272249ffiffiffiffiffi

ro
p

bpffiffiffi
3

p

Skewness
p� 3ð Þ

4s3pr3=2o

1

s3
r2o ro � 3rð Þ � r

3

2pro
� 2r2

� �� 	
0:008187

s3r3=2o

0

Kurtosis
2� 3p2=16

s4 proð Þ2
1

s4
r2o r2o � 4r ro þ 6r2 þ 2

pro

� �
� 3r4 þ 2

proð Þ2

" #
0:016807

s4r2o

6

5

aMean value of renormalized PNN can only be found numerically.
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of features that can be detected. In addition, some geologic
features may mask nearby neighbors that formed during
earlier stages of the field emplacement.
[25] We have therefore applied a renormalization to

equation (4) that removes the probability below a threshold
limit of ro. The resulting distribution is

r rð Þ ¼ 2pror e
p ro r2o�r2ð Þ ð5Þ

for r > ro and is zero otherwise. Equation (5) is normalized
so that its integral between ro and 1 is equal to 1.
[26] The qualitative properties of equation (5) remain

essentially the same as equation (4). The density distribution
starts at the threshold, then rises to a peak and decays
exponentially as r increases (see Figure 3). The renormal-
ization has the effect of increasing the peak height relative
to the PNN and changing the shape of the right tail slightly.
While the mode does not change, both the mean value and
median shift to the right, relative to the PNN, as the
threshold becomes larger (see Table 2 for basic statistics).
The shift in the mean is shown in Figure 4. As long as the
threshold remains to the left of the mode, the shift in the
mean is very modest. If one encounters a monotonically
decaying histogram of NNs; that is, the threshold is beyond
the peak of the PNN, then the assumptions underlying
equation (5) are probably inappropriate.

2.3. Scavenged PNN

[27] Now we apply the same assumptions as those used in
the derivation of the PNN, except we assume the resources
that would otherwise be used to form the first, second, and
nth nearest neighbors are consumed. For example, the
growth of a tumulus could relieve the inflation pressuriza-
tion that would otherwise form another nearby tumulus.
Conceivably, a large tumulus could inhibit the formation of
a few or many nearest neighbors. Alternatively, the forma-
tion of a tumulus could simply scavenge the lava or
unoccupied space that would otherwise go into the nearest
neighbor. Similar considerations can apply to the formation
of rootless cones or pingos.

[28] We can model such processes by a simple modifica-
tion of equation (3) to the form

P r; k scavengesð Þ ¼ 1� P 0ð Þ � P 1ð Þ::::::� P kð Þ; ð6Þ

where the k denotes the number of nearest neighbors
scavenged by the feature at the origin and P(k) is given by
equation (1). When there is no scavenging, we identically
recover the PNN in equation (3). Owing to the normal-
ization of equation (1), equation (6) indicates that if the
scavenging is sufficiently large, the probability goes to zero
because the NN is infinitely far away.
[29] By equation (6), the density distribution when only

the first NN is scavenged turns out to take a simple form
after fortuitous cancellations

r r; 1 scavengeð Þ ¼ 2 ropð Þ2r3e�pror
2

: ð7Þ

[30] The basic statistics for this distribution are shown in
Table 2. Similarly, when two of the nearest neighbors are
scavenged, the probability density takes the simple form

r r; 2 scavengesð Þ ¼ ðropÞ
3
r5e�pror

2

: ð8Þ

[31] The densities in equations (7) and (8) are plotted
along with the PNN in Figure 3. When the resources
required to form only the closest neighbor are scavenged,
the glaring skewness of the PNN is dramatically reduced.
When two NNs are scavenged, the skewness of the scav-
enged distribution approaches zero. As shown in Figure 3,
the scavenged distribution is virtually indistinguishable
from a Gaussian. Thus the skewness emerges as a key
statistic for distinguishing between the classical and scav-
enged PNN.
[32] If the sample size is sufficiently high, the difference

between the classical PNN and the scavenged PNN will be
readily evident, visually, in the spatial distribution of
features on the surface. The increased symmetry of scav-
enged PNN means that the patchiness, clustering, and voids
of the classical distribution will be subdued. The spatial
distribution of points will appear more regular and uniform.

2.4. Classic Logistic

[33] The classical and scavenged NN distributions were
derived by assuming that all formative physics, influences,
and initial conditions ultimately resulted in a Poisson
process. We now heuristically postulate an alternative
probability distribution that has a long history in ecological
applications and the utilization of resources. The formalism
dates back to Verhulst [1838] and became known as ‘‘the
law of population growth’’ following the work of Lotka
[1925]. While we now retain the concept of resource
utilization of the scavenged PNN, we abandon the assump-
tion of a Poisson process.
[34] We consider an arbitrarily chosen, say, tumulus and

assume that it forms by ‘‘consuming’’ the lava and inflation
pressure from the surrounding area. We now ask the
question, ‘‘How does the probability of finding the NN
change with distance from our arbitrarily chosen feature?’’
One simple alternative to the Poisson assumption is that the
rate of change of the probability as a function of NN

Figure 4. The mean value of the renormalized PNN
probability distribution, shifting to longer distances as the
threshold is increased. An example of the renormalized
PNN is shown in Figure 3.
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distance is proportional to the probability itself. We take the
proportionality constant to be 1/b, so that dP/dr = P/b. This
implies that our arbitrarily chosen tumulus forms in a spatial
region favorable to tumulus formation and the total number
of tumuli would grow exponentially as r increases. How-
ever, the growth of the new tumuli, themselves, consumes
lava and inflation pressure within the field. This makes the
growth of the population self-limiting. We use the Verhulst
[1838] and Lotka [1925] form (1 � P) as the growth-
limiting factor. Thus the change in the probability as a
function of NN distance is now taken as

dP

dr
¼ 1

b
P 1� Pð Þ: ð9Þ

[35] This might be contrasted with the ‘‘population
growth law’’ for the classical PNN. From equations (3)
and (4), the analog to equation (9) would be

dP

dr
¼ 2pror 1� Pð Þ: ð10Þ

[36] The classical solution of equation (9) is the so-called
logistic given by

P rð Þ ¼ 1

1þ e� r�mð Þ=b : ð11Þ

[37] This probability distribution is an alternative to those
shown in equations (3) and (6) with a different physical
interpretation. There are a host of other plausible distribu-
tions that could be specified as more knowledge of the
growth of tumulus, volcanic cone, and pingo fields becomes
better understood.
[38] From equation (11), the logistic density distribution

is given by

r rð Þ ¼ dP

dr
¼ e� r�mð Þ=b

b 1þ e� r�mð Þ=b½ �2
; ð12Þ

where m is the mean value and b is usually referred to as the
‘‘scale parameter.’’ As shown in Table 2, the scale parameter
is also related directly to the standard deviation. Other
relevant statistics are also given in Table 2.
[39] Equation (12) is an identically symmetric density

distribution (skewness zero) as shown in Figure 3. Its
distinguishing property is that the kurtosis is markedly
higher than a Gaussian. Under many conditions, such as
that shown in Figure 3, the kurtosis of the logistic is also
substantially greater than the scavenged PNN. Thus the
kurtosis also emerges as an important diagnostic for char-
acterizing actual NN distributions.
[40] In terms of the appearance of the spatial distribution

of features on the surface, the higher kurtosis means that
there is some average spacing between the NNs with a
relatively small dispersion around this mean value. Visually,
we would expect to see a rather regular spatial pattern with
some ‘‘noise’’ superimposed on the locations. Close sepa-
rations between neighbors are represented by the left tail of
the NN distribution. With the logistic, this tail is poorly
populated by comparison with the PNN. This will cause

aggregated areas, patchiness, and clustering in the spatial
distribution to be relatively rare compared to the PNN.
[41] Equation (12) is the classical probability density

distribution for self-limiting population growth due to the
consumption of resources. The model expresses an overall
constraint and feedback between the growth of a species and
the resources necessary for continued growth. The logistic
model has an exponential population growth when resour-
ces are abundant relative to the existing population. How-
ever, as the population increases, the growth rate diminishes
owing to constrained resources until a fixed limit is attained.
[42] This same concept may apply to the growth of a

tumulus population that ‘‘preys’’ on the availability of
inflation pressure or the lava supply itself. A population
of rootless cones might extend this further by preying on the
availability of subsurface ground ice or water. Similar
considerations might hypothetically apply to the growth of
a population of pingos.
[43] In contrast to the one-parameter Poisson, the logistic

has two independent parameters, m and b. In the context of
NNs, these parameters have the following interpretation. As
b becomes infinitely small, P(r) approaches a step function.
That is, the probability of encountering a NN is essentially
zero until r = m. Beyond this limit, the probability of finding
a NN is essentially one. Thus, for a sufficiently small b, the
NNs are all at the same distance, reminiscent of the
maximal-packing nonrandom uniform distribution dis-
cussed by Bruno et al. [2004]. From equation (9), suffi-
ciently small values of b can also be interpreted as the
thickness of a boundary layer that represents the transition
from a zone entirely depleted of resources to a zone that
contains a neighbor with a probability of essentially 1. In
simple terms then, m is interpreted as the average distance
over which resources are consumed and b is the distance
over which the transition occurs.

3. Statistical Inferences

[44] Experienced data analysis practitioners generally
begin with a visual inspection of a histogram. The histo-
gram can be qualitatively compared to the four probability
distributions described in section 2 above. The objective of
this comparison is to determine whether subsequent quan-
titative testing is warranted or whether other probability
distributions should be considered. Our experience to date
with a variety of spatial distributions of small geologic
features indicates that most histograms resemble the PNN.
Consequently, we now discuss the conventional statistical
procedure for the quantitative analysis of this distribution.
[45] The conventional test for spatial randomness [Clark

and Evans, 1954] is based only on a comparison of the
mean value of the observed NN distribution to the expected
mean of the PNN. The test statistic is given by

c ¼ ra � re

se

; ð13Þ

where re and se are the computed values expected from the
PNN with an assumed areal density, ro = N/A. This statistic
requires the selection of a specific encompassing boundary
for the N features in order to estimate the area, A. According
to Clark and Evans [1954], the critical region for accepting
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or rejecting the PNN distribution is based on the customary
±1.96 values for 5% significance. Thus, when c is outside
this region, the inference is that the spatial distribution is not
consistent with the PNN.
[46] First we remark that it is never good practice to base

conclusions on a single statistic, particularly for the types of
geologic features considered here. However, for the
moment, we treat an even more fundamental problem.
The underlying assumption of the conventional test is that
c is distributed as a standard normal variable having a mean
of 0 and standard deviation of 1.
[47] We have found that this assumption is not valid for

the typical sample sizes (tens to hundreds) that we encoun-
ter with tumuli, volcanic cones, and similar geologic fea-
tures within finite boundaries. Our approach has been to
simulate distributions of points within a finite area that we
know are truly spatially random. We are mistrustful of
hidden assumptions in commercially available random
number generators. Consequently, we have designed and
tested a simulation algorithm that meets three criteria: (1) It
must routinely produce histograms matching the PNN
distribution. (2) For sufficiently high areal densities, the
spatial distribution must have the degree of patchiness,
clustering, aggregation, and voids typically associated with
an underlying Poisson distribution. (3) For sufficiently low

areal densities, the spatial pattern must routinely resemble
an areally uniform random distribution. Appendix A dis-
cusses the algorithm itself. In many cases, the simulated
spatial distributions generated by our algorithm have been
rigorously gridded and tested against the Poisson distribu-
tion using the c2 method. Many simulations at various
sample sizes have convinced us that the algorithm satisfies
our criteria for generating spatial randomness.
[48] Typical simulations for sample sizes of 10, 30, 100,

and 300 points in a 100 � 100 grid (number densities are
0.001, 0.003, 0.01 and 0.03 features/grid cell, respectively)
are shown in Figure 5. By repeated simulations with fixed
sample sizes, we have obtained the so-called sampling
distribution for c. Specifically, c has been determined for
each of 1000 individual simulations, for sample sizes of 10,
30, 100 and 300. The histograms of the resulting sample
distributions are shown in Figure 6 for each number density.
The normal distribution is also shown for comparison.
[49] These results show that c is indeed normally distrib-

uted. However, for sample sizes typical of the problems we
encounter, the mean values and standard deviations are
significantly different from the standard normal parameters
(mean zero and standard deviation one). Table 3 gives the
average and the standard deviation for each group of 1000
simulations. For all values of N in Table 3, the mean value

Figure 5. Example simulated spatial distributions with sample sizes of (a) 10, (b) 30, (c) 100, and
(d) 300. The simulations discussed here are based on 1000 such simulations for each sample size. See
Appendix A for a description of how each spatial distribution was generated.
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of c is significantly different from zero; that is, there is a
significant bias. Figure 7 graphically shows the effect of
sample size on the bias of the c statistic. It also shows the
revised 2s confidence interval for accepting or rejecting the
PNN on the basis of an observed c instead of the customary
±1.96 values.
[50] Thus the conventional NN analysis methodology has

a significant flaw when it is applied to spatial distributions
with a finite number of features within a discrete area. To
perform a NN analysis on the mean value, c must therefore
be corrected for the bias appropriate to the sample size and
the limits adjusted to reflect the appropriate standard devi-
ation of the sampling distribution. For example, for N = 30,
the range of acceptance for calculated c values should be
approximately �1.5 to 3.3, not �1.96 to 1.96. Presumably,
the mean value of c eventually approaches zero, but it
would require extremely large sample sizes according to
Figure 7. Unfortunately, the luxury of such large data sets in
geologic applications is rare.
[51] As noted in section 2, the skewness and kurtosis are

two other statistics that can be used to identify the parent
probability distribution. However, these statistics also have
their own sampling distributions. Given any particular
realization (i.e., a sample), we again face the issue of
whether a particular value of observed skewness and
kurtosis is anomalous with respect to the expected PNN
values.

[52] There are a variety of choices of statistics for
estimating skewness and kurtosis. In general, small biases
between these choices are negligible for large enough
sample sizes. The skewness statistics reported here are
based on the following definition:

skewness ¼ 1

N

XN
i¼1

ri � rað Þ3

s3
: ð14Þ

Likewise, kurtosis statistics have been determined from the
expression

kurtosis ¼ 1

N

XN
i¼1

ri � rað Þ
s4

4

� 3: ð15Þ

The standardized versions (given in Table 4) provide a
means for evaluating the statistics relative to the expecta-
tions from a normal distribution. Here we use common
forms defined by

std skewness ¼ skewnessffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
6=N

p ; std kurtosis ¼ kurtosisffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
24=N

p : ð16Þ

[53] We have also used the simulations described above
to obtain the sampling distributions for the skewness and

Figure 6. Frequency histograms of 1000 simulated c statistics for sample sizes of (a) 10, (b) 30, (c) 100,
and (d) 300. The distributions appear normal, but the mean values each have a significant offset from
zero.

Table 3. Simulated c Statistics

Statistic N = 10 N = 30 N = 100 N = 300

c 2sc
0.984 ± 0.082 0.845 ± 0.074 0.828 ± 0.070 0.736 ± 0.068

Standard deviation 1.30 1.17 1.11 1.07
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kurtosis. Separate tests could be used for both of these
statistics in the same way we have approached the interpre-
tation of c. However, we have chosen to assess both
statistics simultaneously by a scatterplot of simulated skew-
ness and kurtosis values as functions of sample size. Each
pair of skewness and kurtosis statistics is derived from the
same sample data and is thus correlated. Figure 8a shows
results from the 1000 simulated spatial distributions with
300 features in a 100 � 100 grid (e.g., Figure 5d). The gray
curves in Figure 8a enclose 99%, 95%, and 90% of the 1000
simulated points. Results from a particular application that
lie outside these boundaries would be considered anomalous
and thus cause for rejecting the PNN distribution. The
scatterplots in Figure 8b for different sample sizes can be
used in a similar way to determine whether or not a
particular sample is consistent with the PNN.
[54] The fourth statistic that we use for assessing spatial

distributions is the measure of departure from randomness
originally proposed by Clark and Evans [1954]. It is
defined by the ratio

R ¼ ra

re
: ð17Þ

Equation (17) has the convenient interpretation that R ! 0
signifies ‘‘aggregation,’’ R = 1 represents spatial random-
ness, and R > 1 indicates a tendency toward nonrandom
maximal packing of equidistant points.
[55] Beyond its use simply as a measure of randomness,

we point out that R is also a statistic. As such, it can be used
directly to test the admissibility of the PNN. We have again
used the simulated data to obtain the sampling distribution
of R. Figure 9 is a plot of the mean value of R as a function
of sample size. We also show the 2s control limits that can
be used as an immediate hypothesis test on the R value
expected from the PNN distribution. Specifically, any

observed R lying outside these limits suggests it is not
consistent with the PNN distribution.
[56] In summary, we propose that a sound methodology

for evaluating the PNN consists of a visual inspection of the
histogram and three hypothesis tests using four statistics, c,
R, skewness, and kurtosis. We note that one could perform
one hypothesis test against the multivariate distribution of
all four statistics. However, each individual test provides
insight into the physical processes affecting the nearest-
neighbor distances. The quantitative procedure is to
(1) evaluate c by including a bias correction and an
adjustment of the critical region for the appropriate sample
size (Figure 7), (2) compute R and compare the observed
value to the control limits expected from the PNN
(Figure 9), and (3) plot the skewness and kurtosis on the
simulated sampling distribution to determine whether or
not these statistics are anomalous (Figure 8). In most cases
of practical interest, this procedure amounts to computing
the four statistics and plotting them on the graphs we have
provided. This is a practical procedure for testing spatial
randomness that resides between the conventional NN
approach, and the cumbersome and tedious approach of
gridding a spatial distribution for direct comparison to the
Poisson using a c2 test.
[57] We also remark that any statistical inferences about

the NN distribution require, by definition, the assumption of
some form of probability distribution and its parameters
(e.g., ro). However, regardless of any statistical inferences,
the histogram of actual NN distances provides a fundamen-
tal characterization of the spatial distribution. Moreover, no
determination needs to be made regarding the details of an
encompassing boundary for the area of study, except in the
general sense of deciding which features to include in the
analysis. The sensitivity of statistical inferences about
the NN distribution to the precise area chosen and its
geometric form has been well-known since Clark and
Evans [1954]. It continues to be somewhat problematic
[Bruno et al., 2004, 2006; Glaze et al., 2005].

4. Applications

[58] We illustrate our procedure with the examples
described in this section. Table 4 has the basic sample
statistics for each example. In effect, we now try to evaluate

Figure 7. The mean c value for simulations with several
sample sizes (including those shown in Figure 6). The mean
is clearly different from zero. The gray area represents an
acceptance window of ±2s, as a function of sample size.
The c statistics determined for each example data set are
also shown. The Mauna Ulu tumulus field site is the only
data set consistent with the PNN.

Table 4. Basic Parameters and Statistics for Each Example Data

Seta

Statistics MU Tumuli Mars Tumuli Mars RC

N 74 687 207
A, km2 0.1 21.5 6.5
ro � N/A, km�2 740.0 32.0 31.8

ra, m 19.8 100.4 108.3

sr , m 1.2 1.5 2.58

Median, m 16.0 93.1 100.1
Mode, m 15.0 75.5 105
c 0.712 6.82 6.14
R 1.04 1.14 1.22
Skewness 1.12 1.09 1.6
Kurtosis 0.62 1.74 4.49
Standardized skewness 3.94 11.61 9.38
Standardized kurtosis 1.09 9.33 13.17

aMU, Mauna Ulu; RC, rootless cones.
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the actual NN distribution for each example relative to the
theoretical possibilities shown in Figure 3. As noted earlier,
it is impossible to rigorously preclude closely matching
theoretical distributions in a practical example. However,
the applications below show that the most likely probability
distribution can indeed be discerned and interpreted in terms
of underlying physical influences.

4.1. Mauna Ulu Tumuli

[59] The first application is a site at Mauna Ulu (Figure 10)
that has been analyzed statistically by Glaze et al. [2005].
Here we have the advantage of GPS location measure-
ments, as well as supplementary information regarding the
dimensions of the tumulus perimeters and heights. We also
have the ability to make positive identifications of tumuli
versus other inflationary features. In addition, there is no
ambiguity about the area of study. The flow is a single unit
bounded by a well-defined margin on one side and an a’a
unit on the other. Tumuli and other inflation features occur
on all parts of the inflated unit. Glaze et al. [2005] tested
the spatial distribution of tumulus locations using an
innovative gridding scheme and a c2 hypothesis test
directly on the Poisson distribution, rather than the PNN.
Glaze et al. [2005] concluded, inter alia, that the distribu-
tion of tumuli locations was spatially random in the Poisson
sense.
[60] The histogram of nearest neighbors (Figure 11)

matches nicely with the PNN and all 3 tests we recommend
(c, R, and the relationship of skewness and kurtosis; see
Figures 7–9) confirm that these tumuli are distributed
spatially in a manner consistent with the Poisson (Table 4).
Thus all indicators are in agreement as to the spatial
randomness.
[61] Field study of the Mauna Ulu site subsequent to the

data collection by Glaze et al. [2005] helps explain the
randomization as a time-dependent process. Field evidence
clearly indicates that tumulus formation and inflation con-
tinued over a period of time extending for weeks to months

(T. Thordarson, personal communication, 2005). Larger
tumuli continued to be active over time periods that over-
lapped those of the smaller ones. Superposition relation-
ships found in the field show that inflation continued after
some tumuli had been emplaced. Finally, we note that late
stage channelization was beginning to occur at this site
when supply and/or inflation pressure ceased. No evidence
of a fully developed tube system has yet been found at this
site.
[62] The randomization at this Mauna Ulu site is thus due

to a time-dependent migration of surface activity and the
resulting features represent ‘‘windows in time’’ to various
stages of the build up. Near the margins, the positive relief
is associated with small lows in the preexisting topography

Figure 8. (a) Plot of the correlated kurtosis versus skewness statistics for the same simulations used to
generate Figure 7, with a sample size of N = 300. The simulated values form a broad arc but are
concentrated in an ellipsoid centered on skewness �1 and kurtosis �1. From the outside in, the three gray
lines enclose 99%, 95%, and 90%, of the 1000 simulations, respectively. (b) The simulated skewness and
kurtosis ellipsoids for samples sizes of N = 30 (dark gray dots), N = 300 (black dots), and N = 1000 (light
gray dots). As the sample size increases, the range of values expected for a PNN decreases. The skewness
and kurtosis pair determined for each example data set is also shown. The Mauna Ulu and Mars tumulus
examples are both consistent with the PNN.

Figure 9. The mean R value for the same simulations used
to generate Figure 7. The mean value is located at 1.0 for
large sample sizes but has a significant offset for smaller
samples. The gray area represents an acceptance window of
±2s, as a function of sample size. The R statistics
determined for each example data set are also shown. The
Mauna Ulu tumulus field site is the only data set consistent
with the PNN.
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[Hon et al., 1994; Self et al., 1998]. There are clearly
preexisting topographic controls (gulleys, old channels, lava
flow margins) that influenced the emplacement of this flow
unit. There were also controls that were constructed during
the emplacement; for example, embryonic channels that did
not completely form, large tumuli that predate smaller ones.
However, over time, the supply of lava continued to inflate
the upper surface until the record of any large-scale sys-
tematic controls on lava distribution were erased. Only
random locations of the tumuli remained as the record.
Owing to the multiplicity of episodes of activity within the
flow interior, the extent to which preexisting topographic
variability is quantitatively preserved remains to be deter-
mined. Detailed field study of contacts, sizes, and durations
of tumulus growth could be used to unravel the emplace-
ment sequence in spite of the apparent randomization on the
surface of the unit.

4.2. Mars Tumuli

[63] Glaze et al. [2005] have also identified a potential
field of tumuli near Elysium in Mars Orbiter Camera
(MOC) image (20-01192) with a resolution of approximately
5.8 m/pixel (Figure 1). More than 800 features can be
identified in an area of about 33 km2, many of which have
central axial clefts diagnostic of tumuli. Only a single flow
margin can be definitively mapped, although there is a
suggestion of at least one interior margin. A minimum
diameter of 3 pixels was used as one criterion for the
inclusion of features. Some features have an axis that
extends for approximately 6–7 pixels.
[64] Glaze et al. [2005] analyzed the spatial distribution

of tumuli by gridding the area of study, constructing a
histogram of frequency versus the number of tumuli within
a bin, and testing the histogram directly against the Poisson
distribution by a c2 test. The conclusion was that the
northern part of the field was consistent with spatial

randomness. There exist some bin sizes that make the
conclusion of randomness ambiguous and so a range of
bin sizes must be considered. This is not unusual with
geologic data or nonnormal distributions [Sheskin, 1997;
Glaze et al., 2002].
[65] We have arbitrarily chosen a large rectangular seg-

ment of the same flow (Figure 1) for which the spatial
distribution of features appears to come from a single parent
population. Visually, the spatial distribution appears to be
random in the Poisson sense or close to it. The boundary of
the segment was selected to avoid what appears to be an
interior flow margin demarking different areal densities of
surface features. Thus the area analyzed here differs slightly
from the northern area analyzed by Glaze et al. [2005].
[66] The distribution of NNs for tumuli in the northern

section is shown in Figure 12, and relevant statistics are
shown in Table 4. Qualitatively, the histogram in Figure 12
most closely resembles the appearance of the renormalized
PNN. The c-statistic is well beyond the admissible range
(Figure 7). Although less so, the R-statistic is also outside
the acceptable range (Figure 9), even though it differs from
the expected value by only 14%. However, what we would
expect to be the most sensitive diagnostics, the skewness
and kurtosis, are only marginally outside the critical region
for the PNN (Figure 8).
[67] The qualitative similarity of the actual NN distribu-

tion (Figure 12) and the renormalized PNN is exactly what
we would expect for data derived from imaging with a finite
spatial resolution. The renormalized PNN still assumes an
underlying Poisson process that produces a truly random
spatial distribution. However, the smaller end of the distri-
bution of NNs simply cannot be resolved owing to the finite
resolution. We reject both the scavenged PNN and the
logistic as plausible choices because the histogram still
retains a great deal of asymmetry, as reflected in the
skewness and kurtosis values. As noted in section 3, we
expect the mean value of the NN distances for the renor-
malized PNN to be larger than the conventional PNN on a
relative basis. Thus the fact that both c and R lie slightly

Figure 10. Locations of features identified as tumuli by
Glaze et al. [2005]. The narrow line indicates the margins of
the flow. The bold line indicates the area used for the NN
analyses discussed here.

Figure 11. Histogram of NN distances (in meters) for the
tumuli at the Mauna Ulu field site. The classical PNN
probability density distribution is shown for comparison.
The spatial density of tumuli for the PNN has been
estimated by N/A (see Table 4).
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outside their respective critical regions is consistent with our
interpretation of this spatial distribution as a renormalized
PNN.
[68] Figure 12 and the three statistical tests lead us to

conclude that this spatial distribution reflects randomness in
the Poisson sense. Any potential secondary physical influ-
ences, such as multiple flow units that cannot be discerned,
or systematic effects of preexisting topography, are not
pervasive enough to significantly alter the essential charac-
ter of the distribution of NNs. We comment that the suite of
statistical tests and the histogram itself are required to obtain
our conclusion. Any one of the statistical tests, alone, could
provide different impressions of this distribution. This is
especially true for the c-statistic, owing to its extreme
sensitivity when a large N makes the denominator small.
[69] The mean separation of features in our area of study

is about 100 m, and the regional slope is significantly less
than 0.1�. Given the minimal slope, the mean separation is
completely consistent with terrestrial experience with
tumuli on inflated Hawaiian pahoehoe flows. The separation

of features on the highly inflated Mauna Ulu unit is
approximately 20 m. Many other locations on shallow
slopes near the ocean at Mauna Ulu and Hualalai have
similar spacings. These represent locations densely popu-
lated with tumuli and inflation features. Many nearby
locations have less areally dense populations, although the
character of the spatial distributions has not yet been
systematically studied. The low slopes on the plains of
Mars, the apparent randomization of the features, and the
somewhat higher spacing of NNs on the Elysium flow
appear to be consistent with our present understanding of
terrestrial inflation features. Thus the interpretation of the
Elysium features as tumuli on an inflated pahoehoe flow
remains viable.

4.3. Mars Rootless Cones

[70] Bruno et al. [2004] have investigated the spatial
distribution of seven candidate rootless cone groups on
Amazonis, Cerberus, Acidalia, and Isidis planitiae. The
analysis shows c-statistic values ranging from approximately
3–11 using the areas of the available MOC images and
criteria for the inclusion of features defined in that work.
Such c values are significantly higher than those anticipated
from the PNN, regardless of the bias correction we have
suggested. Bruno et al. [2004] conclude that there is a
significant departure from randomness in all the rootless
cone groups investigated. However, these examples do not
feature natural boundaries (like the Mauna Ulu case above),
nor is the total sample size so large that interior parts of the
field can be chosen freely (like the Elysium case above)
without causing concern about the sampling statistics. The
areas used by Bruno et al. [2004] were selected on the basis
of the MOC panorama and thus contain some areas devoid
of features. The R values were suggested to indicate
‘‘aggregation’’ in all cases, but this result is also dependent
on the image areas selected. Efforts to obtain systematic
methods for delineating more appropriate study areas for
fields of features with no compelling or natural boundaries
appear in the work of Bruno et al. [2006].
[71] For this example, we have chosen one of the rootless

cone groups (Figure 2a) identified by Bruno et al. [2004].
The spatial distribution of features selected for inclusion in
our analysis (Figure 2b) generally mimics the distribution of

Figure 12. Histogram of NN distances (in meters) for the
tumuli near Elysium, Mars. The renormalized PNN, with a
threshold of 20 m, is shown for comparison. The spatial
density of tumuli for the renormalized PNN has been
estimated by N/A (see Table 4).

Figure 13. Histogram of NN distances (in meters) for the
rootless cones on Mars. The logistic probability density
distribution, with mean of 105 m and standard deviation of
34 m, is shown for comparison.

Figure 14. Plot of NN distance versus diameter of rootless
cones.
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features seen in the MOC image. Unlike the Mars tumulus
example, the spacings of the cones are more regular and
visually suggestive of a significant departure from the PNN.
Bruno et al. [2004, section 2.2] have used significantly
more stringent criteria for the inclusion of features and thus
analyzed a different data set. Two of the outliers to the NE
in Figure 2a have been deleted from our analysis because
their nearest neighbors lie 7 and 9s beyond the mean NN
distance. In addition, the northernmost feature is also a
statistical outlier on the basis of its diameter. Basic summary
statistics for this example are shown in Table 4.
[72] The histogram in Figure 13 shows significant qual-

itative differences from both the PNN and renormalized
PNN. Furthermore, the c statistic (Figure 7), the skewness
and kurtosis relationship (Figure 8), and the R-statistic
(Figure 9), all lie outside the acceptable region for the
PNN. We thus conclude that this spatial distribution is not
random in the Poisson sense.
[73] As suggested by the high kurtosis, the logistic or the

highly scavenged distribution provides a better fit. The best
fit logistic is shown in Figure 13 for comparison. It is not
possible to resolve whether the scavenged (k = 2) NN
distribution or the logistic provide a significantly better
fit. Visually, the spatial distribution in Figure 2b does not
show the degree of patchiness, aggregation, or clustering
expected from a PNN because the kurtosis is so high. There
is a more well-defined central value and the distances are
dispersed relatively narrowly around it; that is, the locations
of the nearest neighbors tend toward a more regular and
uniform spacing.
[74] This example provides a clear indication that the

distribution of NNs is not associated with an underlying
Poisson distribution. Some form of interaction between NNs
may have been present while this field of features was
forming. The plausible choices we have proposed via the
scavenging and logistic probability models explain such an
interaction by the depletion of the resources. If these are
indeed rootless cones, these resources could include lava
supply, inflationary pressurization, the availability of water
or ground ice, or simply spatial areas no longer available for
the interaction of lava with the volatile. It is possible that
there are other physical mechanisms not related to any form
of resource utilization.

[75] We have tested one possible explanation for an
interaction among the features during field formation by
evaluating the correlation of the diameters of the rootless
cones versus the NN distance. The idea is that larger
features should have depleted nearby areas of resources
causing NNs to tend to be further away. The scatterplot is
shown in Figure 14. The data are, of course, noisy, but there
is a generally increasing trend. The Pearson product
moment correlation coefficient, r = 0.3418, confirms that
there is, indeed, a significant positive correlation. The
statistic for testing r is given by t = 5.205 [see Sheskin,
1997], and its critical value for a significance level of 5%
and 205 degrees of freedom (df = n � 2) is cv = 1.97. Thus,
because t is greater than cv, we conclude that it is signifi-
cantly different from zero.

5. Conclusions

[76] We have suggested a suite of probability distribution
models as alternatives to the conventional Poisson nearest-
neighbor analysis. These models potentially make nearest-
neighbor analysis of small geologic features on Mars a more
powerful interpretive diagnostic. These alternative models
are associated with physical processes and factors that cause
the spatial distribution of geologic features to differ from the
Poisson or to appear that way. We have interpreted the
scavenged Poisson and logistic nearest-neighbor distribu-
tions (equations (7), (8), and (12)) in terms of resource
utilization within the field of geologic features. However,
other interpretations are also possible. Alternative distribu-
tions can be distinguished in practical applications, as
shown by our examples. When this is the case, insight is
obtained about physical processes and factors that may have
influenced field formation.
[77] We have shown that the c statistic of the conven-

tional nearest-neighbor analysis contains a significant bias
in the practical cases of interest here. This can be corrected,
as we have shown, but this statistic can be highly sensitive
to the sample size, exactly which points are included in the
data set, and precisely how the study area is defined.
Consequently, we recommend two supplementary tests, a
test on R (interpreted as a statistic) and a test on the
relationship between the skewness and the kurtosis. From
the sampling distributions obtained by simulations of ran-
dom spatial distributions, we have presented the acceptance
regions for each of these quantitative tests so that other
investigators might employ our method.
[78] In some cases, (e.g., the tumuli at Mauna Ulu), all the

statistics and approaches agree that the spatial distribution is
random in the Poisson sense. In this particular case, the
randomization was due to protracted inflation of the flow
that eventually obfuscated any preferred pathways that may
have existed during emplacement. The extent to which the
underlying topography is reflected in the spatial distribution
of tumuli has yet to be determined. Field study of the
Mauna Ulu unit and other highly inflated flows is likely to
yield new supplementary diagnostics about the sequence
and style of emplacement of similar flows on Mars.
[79] It presently remains difficult to discriminate the

feature type (e.g., tumuli versus rootless cones) based solely
on the statistics of the NN density distributions. Our method
of analyzing nearest-neighbor distributions does not yet

Figure A1. Frequency histogram of 1000 random num-
bers generated by the IDL1 (Copyright # Research
Systems, Inc.) random number generator.
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demonstrably improve the ability to discriminate feature
type on Mars. It does, however, provide a detailed charac-
terization of how random effects are manifested within the
field of geologic features. This, in turn, provides a basis for
identifying and interpreting the physical processes that have
influenced the formation of the spatial distribution. For the
tumuli at Mauna Ulu, field study suggests that the PNN
arises owing to a time-dependent randomization of preferred
pathways. For the conjectured Mars rootless cones, there is
evidence of interactions among the features during the
formation of the spatial pattern of features. These examples
show the value of both field investigation of terrestrial
analogs and supplementary measurements of other attributes
of the features, e.g., basal diameter, volume, or emplace-
ment duration.
[80] We have shown here that some caution must be

exercised when developing statistical or planetary geologic
inferences based on a single test statistic. After all, complex
and incompletely understood formation processes have been
condensed, in effect, into a single x, y point. It presently

appears unlikely that nearest-neighbor distributions will, by
themselves, provide a powerful diagnostic for discriminat-
ing one type of feature from another, except in the extreme
cases like the Mars volcanic cones and secondary crater
fields of Bruno et al. [2004]. However, this approach may
become a more promising remote-sensing diagnostic tool
when supplemented by physical models of field formation
and statistical analyses of terrestrial analogs where the
factors (e.g., slope, eruption rate) influencing the formation
of the features can be determined.
[81] The glaring weakness of spatial statistical analysis

applied to fields of small geologic features on Mars is the
role of time. Ultimately, we are confronted only with a
cumulative geologic record of all earlier emplacement
events. The final spatial distribution may exhibit one form
of randomness or another, yet earlier episodes may have
been governed by a different set of random influences or
systematic ones. The challenge and opportunity in devel-
oping this approach as a diagnostic of feature type and
emplacement processes on Mars will be to identify the

Table A1. Comparison of Simulated Spatial Distributions to the Poisson

Number of Cells With:

N = 10; 25 Cells
U = 1.1

N = 30; 25 Cells
U = 0.5

N = 100; 100 Cells
U = 1.6

N = 300; 400 Cells
U = 0.4

Poisson Actual Poisson Actual Poisson Actual Poisson Actual

0 17 17 8 8 37 33 189 190
1 7 6 9 9 37 41 142 144
2 1 2 5 4 18 20 53 49
�3 0 0 3 4 8 6 16 17

Figure A2. Frequency histograms of NN distances for simulated spatial distributions with samples sizes
of (a) N = 10, (b) N = 30, (c) N = 100, and (d) N = 300. The classical PNN probability density distribution
is also shown for comparison.
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critical dimensional and morphologic diagnostics of tempo-
ral sequencing in terrestrial analogs. Here there are abun-
dant clues that have yet to be exploited. These include
factors such as basal diameters, heights, superposition
relationships, cleft depths and orientations in the case of
tumuli and similar factors for rootless cones and nonvolca-
nic features. If this can be accomplished, spatial distribu-
tions of small features will play an important role in
interpreting the evolution of the surface and volatiles on
Mars.

Appendix A: Spatial Simulations

[82] Here we describe how the computer simulations used
as a basis for Figures 5–9 were performed. Generating a
spatial distribution that is random in the Poisson sense is not
a simple computer operation. There are many steps, and
each must be verified. The first step is to assign each point
to a spatial bin by a Bernoulli trial producing the binomial
distribution. Within each bin, the spatial distribution of x
and y coordinates is determined from the uniform distribu-
tion. Thus a reliable random number generator is required.
We have tested the uniform random number generator
within the IDL1 (Copyright # Research Systems,
Inc.) software package and it appears to give good results
(Figure A1).
[83] Constructing the random spatial distribution from the

uniform random distribution is not at all trivial. To illustrate
the approach, we use an example 100 � 100 cell grid. Thus
the grid contains a total of 10,000 cells. To simulate the
spatial distribution of N points within the grid, we begin by
generating N random numbers from the uniform distribu-
tion. The random numbers are between 0 and 1. To
determine which of the 10,000 cells each of the N points
‘‘hit,’’ we multiply each random number by 10,000, and
then round to the nearest whole number. The cells within the
grid are numbered from left to right, and from top to
bottom. So, for example, cell number 101 would be in the
first column of the second row.
[84] Now that each of the N points has been assigned to a

grid cell, we then generate two more random numbers from
the uniform distribution for each point. These random
numbers are used to assign x and y coordinates for each
point within their respective grid cells. Thus two points may
occupy the same grid cell, but the probability is extremely
small that they would occupy identically the same point in
space. An important feature of this simulation process is that
the simulation grids are much smaller than any grids one
might use for a Poisson comparison.
[85] To verify that the simulated spatial distributions are

indeed random in the Poisson sense, we can compare them
directly to the Poisson probability distribution using the c2

hypothesis test [e.g., Glaze et al., 2005]. To do this, we
simply overlay a grid with equal area cells (the number of
cells for each spatial distribution shown in Figure 5 is given
in Table A1). We then count the number of features in each
grid cell, and sum the total number of cells with 0, 1, 2, or
more features. The number of cells predicted by the Poisson
distribution to have 0, 1, 2, or more hits is given in Table A1,
along with the actual number of cells for each example in
Figure 5. By observation, we can see that the actual
distribution of features is very close to that predicted by

the Poisson. For completeness, we have calculated the c2

statistic, U, for each case. This statistic can be compared to
the critical value of 5.99 (for a significance level of 5% and
four bins, i.e., 2 degrees of freedom). As each calculated U
value is well below the critical value, all distributions
are, indeed, consistent with a Poisson spatial distribution.
Finally, for completeness, Figure A2 shows the NN distri-
butions for each of the four example simulated spatial
distributions in Figure 5.
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